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Abstract. The specific features of diffusion processes in nanocrystalline materials are discussed. Theoretical
models are suggested that describe the effects of transformations (climbing, splitting) of grain boundary
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diffusion coefficient to be increased by several orders.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nanocrystalline materials are the subject of intensive
theoretical and experimental studies motivated by ex-
tremely high importance of their applications; see, e.g.
[1-5]. Nanocrystalline materials synthesized at highly
non-equilibrium conditions exhibit the anomalously
enhanced diffusional properties [2, 6-10]. For instance,
the self diffusion coefficients in nanocrystalline fcc
materials are about 2 to 4 orders of magnitude larger
than the grain boundary self diffusion coefficients in
conventional polycrystalline fcc materials with the same
chemical composition [2, 6-10]. As noted by Gleiter [2],
anomalously fast diffusion in nanocrystalline materials
is related to the three following factors: (i) Rigid body
relaxation of grain boundaries that occurs via relative
translational displacements of their adjacent crystallites
and reduces the boundary free volume is hampered in
nanocrystalline materials. (This is related to the fact that
rigid body relaxations of the various boundaries sur-
rounding every nanocrystallite require its different dis-
placements due to their different atomic structure.) (ii)
The self diffusion in nanocrystalline materials is essen-
tially enhanced due to the existence of high-density
network of grain boundary junction tubes which
commonly are characterized by more increased diffu-
sion rate than grain boundaries themselves. (iii) In grain
boundaries of nanocrystalline materials the
concentration of impurities that often reduce boundary

diffusivity is lower than that in grain boundaries in
conventional polycrystals.

However, together with factors (i)-(iii), the existence
and transformations of ensembles of grain boundary
dislocations and disclinations are capable of strongly
enhancing the diffusion processes in nanocrystalline
materials. The main aim of this paper is to elaborate theo-
retical models that describe the role of transformations
of grain boundary defects in anomalously fast diffusion
in nanocrystalline materials.

2.  ROLE  OF  GRAIN  BOUNDARY
DEFECTS IN ENHANCED DIFFUSION
PROCESSES IN NANOCRYSTALLINE
MATERIALS. GENERAL ASPECTS

Let us discuss the specific features of diffusion in
nanocrystalline materials in more details. The coefficient
of self diffusion occurring via transfer of vacancies1 is
given as (e.g., [11]):
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� 	ε ε
, (1)

1 In general, diffusion processes in crystals occur via transfer

of point defects of different types. However, self diffusion

occurring via transfer of vacancies is most effective; it is

characterized by the largest coefficient of diffusion, e.g., [11].
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where D
0
 denotes the constant dependent on param-

eters of the ideal crystalline lattice, k the Boltzmann's
constant, T the absolute temperature, ε

f
  and ε

m
 the

energies of respectively formation and migration of va-
cancies. In nanocrystalline materials (characterized by
extremely high volume fraction of the grain boundary
phase) self-diffusion processes occur mostly via trans-
fer of grain boundary vacancies. In these circumstances,
all the factors (i)-(iii) discussed in introductory section
induce the characteristic boundary free volume to be
increased and, as a corollary, both formation and migra-
tion of boundary vacancies to be facilitated (ε

f
  and ε

m

to be decreased) in nanocrystalline materials as
compared to those in conventional polycrystals. In terms
of formula (1), the self diffusion coefficient D is increased
in nanocrystalline materials, because their characteristic
energies, ε

f
  and ε

m
, are decreased due to factors (i)-(iii)

discussed in paper [2].
We think that, together with factors (i)-(iii), the exist-

ence and transformations of ensembles of grain bound-
ary dislocations and disclinations strongly enhance dif-
fusion processes in nanocrystalline materials. The ef-
fects of such defects on diffusion are briefly as follows:
(a) Cores of grain boundary dislocations and

disclinations are characterized by excess free vol-
ume, in which case their presence in grain bound-
aries increases the total free volume that characterizes
the grain boundary phase in nanocrystalline materi-
als. This decreases values of ε

f
  and ε

m
 and, there-

fore, enhances diffusion processes occurring by va-
cancy mechanism.

(b) Disorderedly distributed grain boundary dislocations
and disclinations are formed in nanocrystalline ma-
terials synthesized at highly non-equilibrium
conditions. Such dislocations and disclinations re-
arrange to annihilate or to form more ordered, low-
energy configurations, in which case they move to
new positions. Climbing of (grain boundary) dislo-
cations is accompanied by generation of new point
defects [11] - vacancies and interstitial atoms - serv-
ing as new carriers of diffusion. In this situation,
generation of new vacancies occurs under the ac-
tion of  the driving force related to a release of the
elastic energy of "non-equilibrium" grain boundary
dislocations and disclinations during their transfor-
mations. The action of the driving force in question
facilitates diffusion processes in nanocrystalline
materials. The effect discussed is quantitatively de-
scribed by formula (1) with the sum ε

f
+ε

m
 being

replaced by ε
f
-W, +ε

m
 where W(>0) is the energy

release due to climbing of a grain boundary disloca-
tion, per one vacancy emitted by the dislocation.

(c) Dilatation stress fields of grain boundary disloca-
tions and disclinations influence migration of va-

cancies. More precisely, the elastic interaction be-
tween vacancies and grain boundary dislocations
and disclinations is characterized by the energy [12]:

ε
σ

���
=

−
��
	∆

�

, (2)

where σ
ii
 denotes the sum of dilatation components

(say, components σ
xx

, σ
yy

 and σ
zz
 written in (x, y, z) –

coordinates) of stress fields created by grain bound-
ary defects, and  ∆V the excess free volume associ-
ated with a vacancy. To minimize ε

int
, vacancies mi-

grate to regions where compressive stresses exist.
This vacancy migration contributes to enhanced dif-
fusion in nanocrystalline materials. The effect dis-
cussed is quantitatively described by formula (1)
with the sum ε

f
+ε

m
 being replaced by the sum

ε
f
+ε

m
+ε

int
.

In next section we will examine the effects of grain
boundary defect transformations on diffusion in
nanocrystalline materials in several characteristic cases.
These transformations are climbing of grain boundary
dislocations composing dipole configurations (section
3), splitting of grain boundary disclinations (section 4)
and the splitting of grain boundary dislocations, which
is associated with the formation of amorphous inter-
granular layers in nanocrystalline materials (section 5).

3. CLIMBING OF GRAIN BOUNDARY
DISLOCATIONS AND DIFFUSION IN
NANOCRYSTALLINE MATERIALS

Nanocrystalline materials are often synthesized at highly
non-equilibrium conditions (see, e.g., [1-5]), in which
case “non-equilibrium” defect structures are formed at
grain boundaries. In particular, grain boundaries in such
materials contain not only geometrically necessary dis-
locations (that is, grain boundary dislocations associ-
ated with the mean boundary misorientation; see, e.g.,
[13, 14]), but also the so called “excess” grain boundary
dislocations (that provide local deviations of the bound-
ary misorientation from its mean value and commonly
are chaotically distributed along a grain boundary) (Fig.
1a). In addition, owing to highly non-equilibrium
conditions of synthesis, the geometrically necessary
dislocations, generally speaking, are disorderedly dis-
placed relative to their “equilibrium” positions (Fig. 1a).
During some relaxation period after synthesis of a
nanocrystalline sample, transformations of the ensemble
of grain boundary dislocations occur leading to a release
of its elastic energy. In doing so, the “excess” disloca-
tions with opposite Burgers vectors move (climb and
glide) to each other and annihilate, and the geometri-
cally necessary dislocations move (climb plus glide) to
their equilibrium positions (Fig. 1b).
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The climbing of grain boundary dislocations during
the relaxation period is accompanied by both emission
and absorption of point defects: vacancies and intersti-
tial atoms (Fig. 2). In these circumstances, emission of
vacancies (“take-off” of vacancies from dislocation cores
and their consequent displacement into the surround-
ing grain boundary phase; see Fig. 2a) is more intensive
than that of interstitial atoms (Fig. 2b), because vacan-
cies are essentially more mobile compared to interstitial
atoms [11]. Also, it should be noted that absorption of
vacancies, which accompanies the climbing of grain
boundary dislocations (Fig. 2c), needs vacancies to
permanently move to dislocation cores from a surround-
ing material, while emission of vacancies (Fig. 2a) is not
related to such a restrictive condition. As a corollary,
emission of vacancies (Fig. 2a) occurs more intensively
than absorption of vacancies (Fig. 2c) (and, more than
that, than absorption of slow interstitial atoms; see Fig.
2d). With the aforesaid taken into account, in the fol-
lowing we will focus our consideration to the effects of
only those processes of grain boundary dislocation
climbing, that are related to emission of vacancies (Fig. 2a).
The largest contribution to energy of  “non-equilibrium”
defect structures at grain boundaries (Fig. 1a) commonly
is related to the existence of excess grain boundary dis-
locations. Therefore, climbing and annihilation of such
dislocations, which are accompanied by emission of
vacancies, are characteristic processes of relaxation of
grain boundaries in nanocrystalline materials. Below, for
definiteness, we will consider one of such processes,
namely the climbing and consequent annihilation of two
grain boundary dislocations that compose a dipole
configuration of the vacancy type (that is, dipole of
dislocations whose annihilation results in emission of
vacancies); see Fig. 3. Stress fields of the grain bound-
ary dislocations composing the dipole are effectively
screened with the screening length λ being the dipole
arm (distance between the dislocations; see Fig. 3a).
Therefore, the energy W of the dislocation dipole, in the
framework of linear theory of elasticity (e.g., [11, 15]), is
given by the following approximate formula:
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, (3)

for λ>2a. Here 2W
d
(λ) denotes the energy of a disloca-

tion having λ as the screening length of its stress field,
d the dislocation length, ±b the dislocation Burgers vec-
tors, G the shear modulus, ν the Poisson ratio, r

0
 the

dislocation core radius, Z the factor taking into account
the contribution of the dislocation core into energy W.

The climbing of one of the dislocations composing
the dipole configuration by a, the mean interatomic dis-
tance in the grain boundary (Figs. 3a and b), releases
the dipole energy by value of  ∆W=W(λ)-W(λ-a) and
results in emission of d/a vacancies. In this situation,

�ε� , the energy of formation of one vacancy at the
climbing of the dislocations that compose the dipole
configuration (Figs. 3a and b), is given as:

� � 	ε ε λν� �

= − , (4)

where ε
f
 is the energy of formation of one vacancy in

the grain boundary phase in the absence of disloca-
tions, and W

v
(λ) is the decrease of the dislocatoin di-

pole energy W due to emission of one vacancy, related
to the climbing of the dislocations composing the di-
pole:
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For λ>2a, from (4) and (5) we find
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(6)

For λ≤2a, stress fields of the dislocations composing
the dipole configuration are localized in dislocation cores,
in which case the dislocation energy is characterized by
factor Z. The further climbing of the dislocation towards
each other represents, in fact, the process of their
annihilation resulting in emission of 2(d/a) vacancies
and decreasing the dipole energy from its value
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 at λ=2a  to zero that

corresponds to λ=0 (annihilation). As a corollary, for
λ≤2a, the dipole energy decreases by value of
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due to emission of one vacancy. The dependence of W
v

on λ/a, given by formulae (6) and (7), are shown in Fig. 4,
for the following characteristic values of parameters:
G=50 GPa, a ≈ 0.3 nm, b ≈ a/3, Z ≈ 1, and ν ≈ 1/3. From
Fig. 4  it follows that emission of vacancies is facilitated
more intensively with decrease of the distance λ be-
tween the dislocations composing the dipole
configuration.

Let us discuss the effect of dislocation-climb-in-
duced emission of vacancies on diffusion in
nanocrystalline materials. The coefficient of self-diffu-
sion occurring via vacancy mechanism (which
commonly is most effective) is given by formula (1),
where factor exp(-ε

f 
/kT) characterizes equilibrium

concentration of vacancies, that is, the concentration
of vacancies in the situation with dislocation climb and
dilatation stresses do not influencing vacancy forma-

tion. Vacancy concentration in vicinity of the climbing
dislocations (Fig. 3) is higher compared to the equilib-
rium concentration, because vacancy formation is fa-
cilitated due to the climbing of dislocations. The effect
in question is quantitatively described by the following
change of the vacancy formation energy: ε

f
→

 
ε

f 
=ε

f 
-W

v
f

and by the corresponding local change of diffusion
coefficient: D→D*, where D* in vicinity of the climbing
dislocations (Fig. 3) is given as:
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With the dependence W
v
(λ) (see Fig. 4) taken into

consideration and factor exp(ε
f 
/kT) averaged on λ

(ranging from 0 to 15a), we find that self-diffusion
coefficient in vicinity of the climbing dislocations is
D*~3·105D.

The mean coefficient of self-diffusion in a solid with
climbing dislocations (Fig. 3) is 

�
� 	

�
� � � � �≈ + −� ,

with f being the volume fraction of regions where dislo-
cations climb. In nanocrystalline materials during
relaxation period (after synthesis at highly non-equilib-
rium conditions) almost all grain boundaries contain non-
equilibrium defect structures, in particular, “excess” dis-
locations whose annihilation enhances diffusion. In this
situation, factor f  is approximately equal to the volume
fraction of the grain boundary phase in a nanocrystalline
solid, that is, f ~ 0.1 to 0.5, depending on the mean grain
size. As a corollary, we find 

�
� 	

�
� � � � �≈ + −� ≈(3 to

15).104 D. This allows us to conclude that the climbing
of grian boundary dislocations (Fig. 3) essentially
enhances diffusion processes in nanocrystalline mate-
rials, causing increase of the self-diffusion coefficient
by 4 or 5 orders.

4. DILATATION STRESSES OF SPLIT
DISCLINATIONS AT GRAIN
BOUNDARIES AND DIFFUSION IN
NANOCRYSTALLINE MATERIALS

Let us consider the effect of stress fields evolution,
related to splitting of grain boundary disclinations on
diffusion processes in nanocrystalline materials.
Disclinations – line defects of the rotational type – are
often formed at grain boundaries in nanocrystalline
materials synthesized at highly non-equilibrium
conditions (say, at high-pressure compaction of
nanoparticles, ball milling, severe plastic deformation,
etc.) [16,17]. Such disclinations are powerful sources of
internal stresses in materials [17] and, therefore, undergo
transformations that release their elastic energy den-
sity. In particular, grain boundary disclinations split into
new disclinations (characterized by low values of
strength, compared to pre-existent disclinations) [18, 19]
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(see, e.g., Fig. 5), in which case the elastic energy den-
sity decreases and disclination-induced stress fields
change.

The splitting of a grain boundary disclination, oc-
curring in accordance with one of scenarios shown in
Fig. 5, results in a dramatic change of the dilatation stress
distribution in vicinity of the split disclination
configuration in a nanocrystalline sample. In these cir-
cumstances, vacancies in vicinity of the split disclination
configuration are affected by the aforesaid changes and
move to regions where compressive stresses exist that
are induced by the new disclinations (resulted from the
splitting process). Migration of vacancies under action
of the dilatation stresses induced by the new
disclinations enhances the diffusion in vicinity of the
split disclination configuration during some relaxation
period.

Let us estimate the self-diffusion coefficient D
loc

 that
characterizes local diffusion processes in vicinity of a
split disclination configuration during relaxation period.
As it is noted in section 2, the effect of the dilatation
stresses on diffusion (occurring via vacancy migration),
in the first approximation, is described by formula (1)
with ε

f
+ε

m
 being replaced by ε

f
+ε

m
+ε

int
 where ε

int
 in our

case characterizes the elastic interaction between va-
cancies and dilatation stresses of new dislocations. As
a corollary, the local diffusion coefficient is as follows:
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(9)

where the interaction energy ε
int

, as given by formula
(2), depends on dilatation stress fields σ

xx
(x,y,z), σ

yy
(x,y,z)

and σ
zz
(x,y,z) of the new disclinations.

In order to estimate D
loc

, let us calculate dilatation
stress fields in vicinity of the split disclination
configurations shown in Fig. 5. Following [14], the stress
fields of the disclinations can be written as follows:

σ
∂ χ

∂
σ

∂ χ

∂
σ ν σ σ
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χ
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Here R denotes the screening length of disclination
stress fields, and 2h  the distance between disclinations.
From formulae (10) and (11) we find the stresses of
disclinations resulted from the linear splitting (Fig. 5a)
to be given as:
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σ ν σ σ
�� �� ��

= +� 	� (14)

where i(=1,2) numerates the disclinations, α1,2=x2+(y ±
h)2, β

1,2
=x2h2+(yh ± R2)2, γ

1,2
=y± h and δ

1,2
=yh ± R2.

From formulae (2), (9), (12) and (13) we have the spa-
tial distribution of D

loc
(x,y) in vicinity of the split

disclination configuration1 (Fig. 5a) as shown in Fig. 6.
With D

loc
(x,y) averaged on spatial coordinates in vicin-

ity of the disclination configuration resulted from the
linear splitting (Fig. 5a), we find that the effect of dilata-
tion stress evolution related to the linear splitting of
grain boundary disclinations (Fig. 5a) leads to an in-
crease of the diffusion coefficient by factor F

1
≈1.6 dur-

ing relaxation period. Here the factor is given as:

�
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σ σ

σ
∆ (15)

where S≈(4h)2  is the area of the region in vicinity of
the split disclination configuration shown in Fig.
5a. The mean coefficient of self-diffusion in a solid
with split grain boundary disclinations (Fig. 5) is
� �

�
�

	 �
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� 

�  with 
�
�  being the volume frac-

tion of regions where disclinations split. In
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1 Disclinations shown in Fig. 5 have cores being parallel with

axis z, in which case their characteristics under consideration

are independent on coordinate z.
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nanocrystalline materials during a relaxation period (af-
ter synthesis at highly non-equilibrium conditions) most
grain boundaries contain grain boundary disclinations.
In this situation, factor 

�
�  is close to the volume fraction

of the grain boundary phase in a nanocrystalline solid,
that is, 

�
�  ranges tentatively from 0.1 to 0.5. As a corollary,

we find 
�
�≈(1.1 to 1.3)D.

For disclinations resulted from the triple-line split-
ting (Fig. 5b), from formulae (10) and (11) we find the
stresses as follows:
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σ ν σ σφφ�� ��
= +� 	� (18)

where i (=1,2,3) numerates the  new disclinations, (r,φ)

are the polar coordinates,  ξ
i
=r2 +

�
� 2-2r

�
� cos(φ-φ

i
) , η

i
=R2

+r2 �
� 2-2Rr

�
� cos(φ-φ

i
), ρ

i
=r -

�
� cos(φ-φ

i
), κ

i
=r

�
� -Rcos(φ-

φ
i
), 

�
�  is the distance between the new disclinations,

φ
i
(i=1,2,3) are the polar coordinates of grain boundary

planes that form the triple junction (such planes are as-
sumed to be misoriented by 120° relative to each other).

From formulae (2) and (9) re-written in polar coordinates
and (15) - (16), we have the spatial distribution of
D

loc
(r,φ) in vicinity of the split disclination configuration

(Fig. 5b) as shown in Fig. 7.
With D

loc
(r,φ) averaged on spatial coordinates in vi-

cinity of the disclination configuration resulted from the
triple splitting (Fig. 5b), we find that the effect of dilata-
tion stress evolution related to the linear splitting of
grain boundary disclinations (Fig. 5a) leads to an in-
crease of the diffusion coefficient by factor F

t
 ~ 4.5 dur-

ing some relaxation period. Here the factor is given as:
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where �
�

�
	� �≈ �

  is the area of the region in vicinity of
the split disclination configuration shown in Fig. 5b.

The mean coefficient of self-diffusion in a solid with
splitting grain boundary disclinations (Fig. 5) is
� �

�
�

	 �
� � 	

� � � � � �≈ + −
� 

�  with 
�
�  being the volume frac-

tion of regions where disclinations split. In
nanocrystalline materials in relaxation period (after syn-
thesis at highly non-equilibrium conditions) most grain
boundaries contain grain boundary disclinations. In this
situation, factor of the grain boundary phase in a

nanocrystalline solid, that is, 
�
�  ranges tentatively from

0.1 to 0.5. As a corollary, we find 
�
�≈(1.35 to 2.75)D.

So, results of theoretical estimations made in this
section allow us to conclude that the splitting transfor-
mations of grain boundary disclinations (Fig. 5) enhance
self-diffusion processes in nanocrystalline materials.
Due to this effect, the self-diffusion coefficient increases
by tens per cent.
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5. DILATATION STRESSES OF SPLIT
DISLOCATIONS AT AMORPHOUS
GRAIN BOUNDARIES AND DIFFU-
SION  IN  NANOCRYSTALLINE
MATERIALS

The diffusion processes occurring in vicinities of
amorphous grain boundaries are affected by stress fields
created by boundary defects. Amorphous grain bound-
aries are frequently formed in sintered nanocrystalline
and polycrystalline ceramics, influencing the macro-
scopic properties of such ceramics; see, e.g. [20-25].
The diffusional properties of nanocrystalline ceramics
with amorphous grain boundaries are strongly affected
by stress fields of boundary defects, which elastically
interact with vacancies, basic carriers of diffusion. Fol-
lowing [26], fields of amorphous grain boundaries are
effectively modeled as those induced by split grain
boundary dislocations whose formation accompanies
the formation of amorphous boundaries (Fig. 8). The
effect of stress fields of amorphous grain boundaries
on diffusion in nanocrystalline and polycrystalline ma-
terials has been theoretically examined in detail in paper
[27]. In this section we will use quantitative results of
work [27] in order to compare the influence of disloca-
tion structures at amorphous grain boundaries (Fig. 8)
on the self diffusion coefficient in nanocrystalline mate-
rials with that of defects previously examined in sec-
tions 3 and 4.

Following [26], transformation of a conventional tilt
grain boundary into an amorphous grain boundary is
associated with a re-arrangement of its grain boundary
dislocation ensemble. In doing so, due to the fact that
the amorphous disordered structures do not impose
strict limitations on both spatial positions and Burgers
vectors of grain boundary dislocations, such disloca-
tions in a new, amorphous boundary are arranged in the
way decreasing their elastic energy density. The dis-
cussed decrease of the elastic energy density causes
the basic driving force F

el
 for the transformation of a

conventional tilt boundary into an amorphous bound-
ary. This force is calculated in the model [26] which to a
first approximation describes the amorphous boundary
to be of finite width, λ, with dislocation arrays at each of
the interfaces between amorphous and the crystalline
grain as shown in Fig. 8.

The elastic interaction between the diffusing spe-
cies and boundary dislocations enhances diffusion in
vicinities of amorphous grain boundaries. Following [27],
the diffusion rate is increased by tens per cent in vicini-
ties of amorphous grain boundaries due to the elastic
interaction between point defects and split dislocation
structures at amorphous boundaries. The effect dis-
cussed is essential in sintered nanocrystalline ceramics

where the total volume fraction of the grain boundary
phase is large and, as noted in [25], almost all high-
angle boundaries are amorphized. Roughly speaking,
this effect is of the same order as the effect of split
disclinations on diffusion in nanocrystalline materials
(see section 4). However, both these effects are negli-
gible compared to that of climbing grain boundary dis-
locations (see section 3), which is capable of being
responsible for experimentally observed (see [2, 6-9])
anomalously fast diffusion in nanocrystalline materials
during some relaxation period after their synthesis at
highly non-equilibrium conditions.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Thus in this paper we have theoretically examined the
effects of transformations of grain boundary defects on
the diffusional properties of nanocrystalline materials.
It is shown that the most significant effect is due to
climbing of “excess” grain boundary disclinations
formed at highly non-equilibrium conditions of synthe-
sis of nanocrystalline materials. This effect causes the
self diffusion coefficient to be increased by 4 to 5 orders
in a nanocrystalline sample with grain boundaries
containing “excess dislocations” (Fig. 1a) and, there-
fore, can  be responsible for the experimentally observed
anomalously fast diffusion in nanocrystalline materials.

Such transformations as splitting of grain boundary
disclinations (Fig. 5) and dislocations (Fig. 8) also
enhance diffusion processes in vicinity of grain bound-
aries with split defect configurations. However, their
effects increase the self-diffusion coefficient by tens
per cent and are negligible compared to that of the
climbing of grain boundary dislocations.

In this paper we have focused on the effects of trans-
formations of grain boundary defects on diffusion, that
are related to emission of point defects as well as
changes of dilatation stress fields of defects. In general,
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however, there is also the effect related to low atomic
density of grain boundary defect cores. Theoretical
analysis of the role of grain boundary defect cores in
diffusion processes in nanocrystalline materials will be
the objective of further work.
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